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RECENTLY,Mary came tomy office and broke downbeforeme. In between her
sobs, she said: “My life is a complete failure for I can’t trust anyone, anymore.
They don’t care forme even if they seemedead on the road.”

This is howMary sees herself.
It is obvious that if nothing is
done to correct this state of

mind, it will continue tomake her
feelmiserable and depressed.

I want to share on this subject
called perspective and howwe
can change this to lead amore
happy andmeaningful life.

Perspective can be called
by other names, such as an
attitude, outlook, or amindset.
Whichever namewe call it, we
canmake a choice onwhether
wewant a perspective that is
positive or negative.

Aperspective is so
fundamental and important to
a person’s happiness, thoughts,
moods and eventually actions. It

is this perspective rather than the
circumstances that rules our lives.
A richman can feel that he does
not have enough,while a poorer
man can feel he has enough.
Both of them choose to adopt a
different perspective.

Ultimately, it is wewho
control howwe think, feel and act
thewaywewant.Whenwe can
change or reframe ourmental
perspectives,wewill surely lead
a better and happier life.The
crux of why certain people can
‘turn the table around’ is because
of their ability to reframe their
perspective quickly for a whole
new outlook.

One common
disempowering perspective is
‘significance’, which is about
taking a very serious outlook
of theworld or happenings
around them.Whenwe can shift
it to ‘game’ thenwe become
less serious and able to see a
more positive side of things. For
instance, a personwho is waiting
for his friend formore than an
hour can be in a ‘significance’
perspective by being really

angry with his friend for being
irresponsible and unreliable.
However, this same person can
be less angry when he is in a
‘game’ perspective as he can tell
himself that this delay has given
him the opportunity to do some
window shopping,which he has
not done for a long time!

So howdowedevelop skills
to reframe our perspective?
There are four key steps to follow.
Firstly, be aware of our own
conditioning in thewaywe look
at ourselves, people, things and
events. Secondly, be aware of
how this conditioning is affecting
our well-being.Thirdly,when this
happens, suspend our feelings
for a while to reflect deeply on
the harm to us. Finally,make a
conscious effort to bravely look
for alternative answers,which
will help us to reframe our
perspective.

At the heart of reframing is
to ask powerful questions to
ourselves.Always remember,
good questions lead to good
responses while bad ones
lead to bad responses. Some

powerful questions we can ask
ourselves are: “How canwe feel
better?What is a better way in
seeing this?What will makeme
feel better?”

The ability to reframe
constantly is truly a hallmark of an
effective leader. Leadership, as
it is commonly expressed, is the
ability to control circumstances,
rather than allowing
circumstances to control them.
As good leaders, not only are
we capable of doing this, but we
are equally capable of helping
others to view their world in a
more empoweringway as well.

Call 03-62054488 or log in
www.corporate-coachacademy.
com for our full range of world
class coaching programmes
for all leaders. For Stories That
Coach, log in http://mikeheah.
com.You are invited to attend
the next CoachCommunity
Roundtable onMay 25 on ‘What
DoYou Believe In Yourself AsA
Coach’.
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